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Radiotherapy (RT) is an emerging treatment option for

advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). RT is effective

and confers a survival benefit in selective cases [1], but it is

not recommended in most HCC treatment guidelines such

as AASLD [2], EASL-EORTC [3], APASL [4], or JSH [5,

6]. An imaging biomarker that predicts the outcome of RT

is urgently needed.

Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imag-

ing (DCEMRI) is a routine radiological modality that is

frequently used to evaluate treatment response in the

clinical setting. In particular, DCEMRI is used to evaluate

changes of vascularity or hemodynamics in HCC nodules,

similar to dynamic CT. A feature of DCEMRI that is dif-

ferent from dynamic CT is its ability to precisely measure

the properties of the microcirculation using special analytic

methods. In this issue of Hepatology International, Liang

et al. [7] attempted to calculate semiquantitative perfusion

parameters, such as initial first-pass enhancement slopes

(Slope) and peak enhancement ratios (Peak), which rep-

resent microcirculation and permeability to contrast

medium in the evaluation of treatment response to RT.

Slope is more closely related to the vascular density of the

tissue, whereas Peak represents a complex process in-

volving blood flow, transit, and permeability that affect the

contrast media concentration in the total extracellular

space. This study aimed to answer three questions: (1)

Does concomitant use of the anti-angiogenic agent,

thalidomide, with RT enhance the treatment response? (2)

Can Slope and Peak of the tumor be used as imaging

biomarkers to predict treatment outcome such as progres-

sion free survival (PFS) or overall survival (OS)? (3) Can

Slope and Peak of the non-tumor liver parenchyma be used

as imaging biomarkers to predict treatment outcome such

as PFS or OS?

For the first question, the authors clearly showed that

concomitant use of thalidomide did not improve treatment

response or survival compared with RT alone, although

modification of dosage and schedule of thalidomide use

might result in different outcomes.

With respect to the second question, baseline Peak and

Slope of the tumor at day 14 of RT correlated well with the

response rate assessed with RECIST, but surprisingly, the

perfusion parameters did not correlate with PFS or OS.

Therefore, the answer to question 2 remains unknown. It is

also unclear why RT increases the perfusion parameters of

HCC nodules after 2 weeks of RT.

For the third question, only the increased Slope of liver

parenchyma at 14 days after RT was independently asso-

ciated with shorter PFS on multivariate analysis. In addi-

tion, multivariate analysis showed that elevated Peak of

liver parenchyma one month after RT predicts shorter OS.

Correlation of the elevated perfusion parameters of the

liver parenchyma surrounding the tumor, but not the tumor

itself, with shorter PFS and OS is very surprising. The

authors reasoned that the well-perfused and oxygenated

microenvironment of non-tumor liver parenchyma favors

tumor progression regardless of the tumor response. If this

is true, why was RT performed? In other words, it is not

clear why RT was associated with shorter PFS and OS even

though a tumor response was obtained. It was suggested

that RT is not the choice of treatment for the heavily

treated HCC patient group because these phenomena are

caused by RT. RT might shorten PFS and OS in these

patients.
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Since this is a phase II single-arm trial, a phase III trial to

examine the survival benefit of RT by comparing RT with

best supportive care using Slope and Peak data is awaited.

In any case, this study using DCEMRI to establish an

imaging biomarker that correlates with PFS or OS is a

promising and relevant approach in the treatment of ad-

vanced HCC by RT or targeted agents. More extensive

studies are warranted to demonstrate its utility.
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